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Aesa Arashi

Aesa Arashi is a player character played by Izokia78.

Aesa Arashi

Species: Nekovalkyrja
Gender: Female

Age: 2 years old
Height: 170 cm (5'6“)
Weight: 47kg (100lb)

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Information Technician

Rank: Ittô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Physical Characteristics

Height: 170 cm (5'6”)
Mass: 47kg (100lb)
Measurements: 34-25-38

Build and Skin Color: Aesa has the hourglass build typical of most Nekos, she is somewhat slim
because of her height. She has pale skin while not entirely white she is lighter then most other Nekos.
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Eyes and Facial Features: Aesa's eyes are large and round with a dark purple almost indigo coloring.
Her face is slightly heart shaped. She usually has a bored expression on her face but it will light up when
ever she meets someone with similar interests as her.

Ears: She has smallish cat shaped ears covered with purple fur matching her hair color.

Hair Color and Style: Aesa has purple hair that lightens the farther it gets from her scalp, at its longest
point its nearly pink. She normally keeps her hair in braid about that ends mid way through her back
while shes working.

Distinguishing Features: She doesn't have any really distinguishing features other then the ones
named above.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: The first thing anyone would notice about Aesa is that she prefers computers and machines
to real people. She doesn't dislike people they just seem like a lot of work to befriend. If someone was to
come up to her she wouldn't immediately try to push them away and might actually become friends after
some time. She has tendency to get excited around people with the same interests as her or when
involved with new tech to play with.

Aesa prefers to keep things organized and categorized for ease of use. She enjoys sequence and clear
order which is probably why she has picked up an interest for cooking some basic recipes.

She has a distaste for direct confrontation to her its inefficient and ugly. That being said she won't shy
from conflict if there is no longer an alternative.

Likes: Computers, cooking (Yamataian foods), Video games, Star Ships
Dislikes: Off the grid life, Interruptions, Face to face confrontation, computer viruses.
Goals: To make a noticeable impact on Yamatai through her interest in technonlogy

History

Family (or Creators)

Ketsurui Zaibatsu

Pre-RP

Aesa was born in early YE 34 she went through the necessary training for service. She later continued her
training to specialize in information technology.

In YE 43 she as promoted to Itto Hei and transferred to Black Sands Test Range.
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Skills

Communication

Aesa is fluent in both Yamataian and Nepleslian. She can operate all conventional forms of
communication in addition to telepathic communication. She is fully literate and can write and fill
standard reports. She is also skilled in basic cryptography.

Fighting

While she may not enjoy it she can fight both empty handed and with most standard weapons assigned
to her. She can fight in Yamatai-like conditions and zero-g environments.

Technology Operation

Aesa possesses an advanced knowledge of the Kessaku OS, she is more then capable of debugging and
writing her programs for it. She also has been trained in cyber warfare and can attack and defend from
most enemy systems as needed.

Mathmatics

Aesa received basic mathematics training, including algebra and trigonometry. She also took the time to
learn extra studies in probability calculations.

Maintanance

She can maintain all essential star ship systems. She is particularly good at repairing shipboard computer
systems. Aesa can handle very basic field repairs on star army standard equipment.

Engineering

Aesa can build basic upgrades to some ship systems with some help.

Cullinary

While she has no formal training in it Aesa can make some prepare some basic meals. She finds it to be
one of the few activities outside computer work that she has a real passion for. She hopes to improve her
skills at a later time.
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Inventory

Aesa Arashi has the following items: Star Army Standard Issue Items

Finances

Aesa Arashi is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Aesa Arashi
Character Owner Izokia78
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Information Technology
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
SAOY Entry Year YE 34
DOR Year YE 43
Orders Orders
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